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What IS Networking?!

• (The Merriam-Webster version)
cultivation of productive relationships for employment or business

• To us = finding your place in the academic community
• Conferences and web presence ultimately fall under the umbrella of networking
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The Community Model

Picture yourself within a network:

• Who falls on your similar-experience network?
• Who falls on your similar-interest network?

Within the department, think about your cohort, seniors, committee members, ...
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Conferences = Expanding Beyond the Department

With the caveat that this is more applicable to the pre-COVID world...

• Go to conferences and see what people are presenting!
• Selecting panels that fall under your interest
• See if people are willing to give you 15-30 minutes to talk
• Find out if there are other graduate students who share similar interest. They may
eventually become your coauthors!
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Interpersonal Relationship Opportunities Matter...

Terry LaBan at REWORK, Cartoon Coffee Break: Conference Networking
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https://www.cornerstoneondemand.com/rework/profile/terry-laban
https://www.cornerstoneondemand.com/rework/
https://www.cornerstoneondemand.com/rework/cartoon-coffee-break-conference-networking


... But Can Be Awkward Like Crazy

Ah well, academics are humans too!
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Plus, More People Will Care About You If You Do Good Research

Number of Publications
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It’s dismal, I know, and more difficult to minorities and first-gens!
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Conferences = Commitment Devices

• You want to make sure there is a shareable draft that is ready for circulation
• People have long memories
• Be mindful of deadlines
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Making Most of Conferences

They are not exactly equal

• You may end up in a Sunday 8am panel, no one shows up
• Or get bundled into a panel with totally unrelated articles
(section choices matter, but also luck!)

• Chairs and discussants may or may not be helpful

But there are opportunities

• Caucuses, sections, business meetings, other panels
• Happy hours and receptions
• Maybe set up lunch/dinner/coffee meeting with your Twitter friend
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Web Presence

• A wealth of fast-traveling information (new publications, scholarly debate, ...)
• Can connect with new people you would never have gotten to know otherwise
• Can also disseminate your research for attention
• Engaging in social media can get *very* tricky.
Again, people have long, long memories

• Be kind (community mindset—work to strengthen and uplift!)
• Bring weak relationships into offline relationships!
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There is a Paper(!)

• Searles, Kathleen, and Yanna Krupnikov. 2018. “How Not to Get Ratioed and Other
Advice for the Savvy Graduate Mentor.” Political Communication 35(4): 669–73.
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